Rely on a reputable service provider
who will provide you with customised
steel structures that meet your
business application and needs.

ABOUT US
JTC Building Systems design and fabricate custom
pre-engineered buildings on the African continent.

PEB is a popular building method commonly
used for industrial and commercial buildings.
It includes a structural steel system, designed
by an approved PEB fabricator, roof and wall
cladding and other accessories.

Our all-in-one solution includes
design,
supply,
and on-site installation
of pre-engineered building (PEB) systems and hybrid
structural steel (HSB) buildings.

PRODUCT OFFERING
Our two main product offerings - PEB and HSB - have
been developed to suit the requirements and needs
of the following sectors:

CONSTRUCTION

MINING

INDUSTRIAL

ARCHITECTURAL

PRE-ENGINEERED
BUILDING (PEB)

OIL AND GAS

GOVERNMENT

The building system consists of rigid frames
that are fabricated from plated steel.
Secondary members from cold-formed C- and
Z-sections are used as purlins and girts.
PEB are up to 30% lighter due to the efficient
use of steel. Primary framing members are
tapered (varying depth) built-up sections,
with larger depths in the areas of highest
stresses and internal forces. These sections
are engineered to maximise optimal section
usage. Secondary members are light gauge
(light weight) roll- formed (low labour cost)
Z- or C-shaped members.
In the conventional design of steel structures,
primary steel members are selected from
standard hot rolled I-sections, which are, in
many segments of the portal frame, heavier
than what is required, considering internal
forces.
Members have constant cross-sections
regardless of the varying magnitude of the
local (internal) stresses along the member
length.
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PEB VS CONVENTIONAL STEEL STRUCTURES
This building method offers several
advantages compared to
conventional steel structures, making
it ideal for a wide range of
applications in various industries.

CONVENTIONAL STEEL BUILDINGS

PRE-ENGINEERED STEEL BUILDINGS

PEB’s are cost-effective, extremely
versatile to suit almost any design
requirement and the use of material
is much more efficient.

PEB - The specified building solution for your next project
HYBRID STEEL BUILDING
It is a steel building where a combination of heavy-welded or hot rolled steel sections and light steel frame
sections are professionally designed to develop a cost-effective solution to clients. This building system is often
used in modular construction.

BENEFITS OF PEB
Provides a single source engagement from
engineering to on-site installation
Single source responsibility
Expert design capabilities
High fabrication accuracy due to controlled
production environment

BENEFITS OF HSB
Significantly reduced construction time
Accurate project cost prediction
Higher levels of accuracy
Reduced material waste and -carbon emissions
Cleaner construction site

Effectively zero raw material waste
Up to 30% more cost effective than
conventional steel buildings
Engineered to maximize optimal section usage
Large clear spans (up to 80 m) without internal
columns
Quicker erection times onsite when compared
to lattice trusses
Advanced design flexibility to client’s
requirements

APPLICATIONS INCLUDE

APPLICATIONS INCLUDE

Warehouses | Showrooms | Shopping centers |
Supermarkets | Distribution centers | Exhibition halls |
Factory buildings | Aircraft hangars | Cold storage |
Accomodation camps | Parks and sports centers

Modular hotels and -apartments | Multi-story
buildings of up to ten floors | Eco-friendly houses |
Residential buildings | Construction camps

Contact the PEB and HSB Building specialists today at www.jtcbuildings.com or e-mail us your
enquiry at marketing@jtcbuildings.com

